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A global initiative dedicated to bringing the vision of ending child abuse and
creating remarkable children into a living reality.
Child abuse is the single most significant cause of everything wrong
on this planet. Conversely, creating remarkable children who can
reach their full potential is the single most effective way to create a
world of peace and prosperity for everyone on this planet.
By ending all forms of child abuse; by nurturing and nourishing the
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual wellbeing of all our
children in every country around the world we can transform our
planet.
Creating remarkable children from day one is by far the most
powerful, effective way of creating a world of peace and prosperity
for everyone on this planet.
Every child has the right to have this fundamental lifestyle: a life that
is Safe; a life that is Secure and a life that is totally Successful.
By Safe means totally free from any form of violence, and any
preventable or unnecessary physical, emotional and mental pain
and/or harm.
By Secure means the appropriate supply of high-quality nutrition,
accommodation, protection, care and love.
By Successful means the provision of an environment and
atmosphere that stimulates, encourages and supports the realisation
of their full physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual potential.
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The highest role of human beings: To live a safe, secure and successful
life (as outlined in the ‘Soft Diamond Light global initiative’), and to
reach their full creative potential as a spiritual being in a physical body by
living in balance with nature. To be great, while making others greater
with uninterrupted selfless service. To care for the environment and
support all life, especially children, in reaching their full potential:
intellectually, emotionally and physically.
The highest role of parents: To create a safe family environment for love
and happiness to come into its highest and fullest expression. To give
children the best conditions for conception, gestation and birth. To
provide a safe, nurturing and supportive atmosphere for their children,
which allows them to discover and fulfil their highest role as a human
being.
The highest role of mothers: To create the best possible conditions and
atmosphere for giving birth to children, on an intellectual, emotional and
physical level, prior, during and after the moment of conception. To then
provide them with a caring, nurturing, nourishing and supportive
environment for discovering the full potential of their spiritual nature
through their individual personality.
The highest role for fathers: To be actively involved in supporting the
highest role for mothers, and to do everything possible and necessary to
honour, respect, support, encourage and inspire children to fulfil their
highest purpose and potential as a human being.
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The highest purpose of education: To support the highest role of human
beings and facilitate the discovery, understanding and unfolding of our
innate latent powers as spiritual beings, and how these powers can best
serve the highest good of the community. To teach practical life skills for
living that are in harmony with the environment, with others and within
ourselves, in accordance with the ongoing discovery of the natural laws of
the universe.
The highest purpose for the community: To provide all the services,
resources and practical requirements necessary to support the highest roles
of human beings and particularly parents, and to fulfil the highest purpose
of education.
The highest function of government: To support the highest roles of the
community and education throughout the world.
The highest function of business: To support the highest function of
government on a global scale for the highest good of all life. (There may
come a time in the twenty-first century when the distinction between
business and government will no longer be needed.)
“When the highest roles of business and government will merge. Peace and
prosperity for all people on this planet will become the primary function of
a new planetary, governing body. This will be achieved by an equitable
distribution of all the planet’s resources. This new planetary governing
body will be created when the highest roles of human beings, parents,
mothers and fathers are attained in sufficient numbers on our planet. We
will then see the vision of the Soft Diamond Light global initiative come
into reality.”
Excerpt, ‘Soft Diamond Light, Only matters’, Anatole Petrovich Kononewsky., 2010
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Ending Child Abuse.

Creating remarkable children!

1. MOVE (Motivating & Empowering)
Generate global awareness to motivate and empower people to
become involved in making a change at a community, national and
international level. To be done in conjunction with Government,
Business, the Community, Individuals and Celebrities.
2. LINK (Linking and Networking)
Creating global initiatives, events and programs for generating
cooperation, linking and networking between existing organizations
working in these areas. To be done in
conjunction with
Government, Business, the Community, Individuals and Celebrities.
3. GIVE (Getting Involved Very Easily)
Facilitate the global community getting involved with ending child
abuse and creating remarkable children. This will also include
opportunities for channeling resources and/or financial support to
where it is needed. To be done in conjunction with Government,
Business, the Community, Individuals and Celebrities.
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Ending Child Abuse.

Creating remarkable children!
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Council | Conference | Concert
for Global Peace & Prosperity
“UNITE”: come or bring together for a common purpose or
action.
“Council”: An advisory, deliberative, or legislative body
of people formally constituted and meeting regularly.
“Conference”: A formal meeting that typically takes place over
a
number of days and involves people with a shared interest.
“Concert”: A musical performance given in public.
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Life is far more remarkable than you think!
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So are you.

An exquisite, elegant
and inspiring gift

“…an amazing and energy-filled package!”
Mandy Geddes, Training Manager,
Institute of Executive Coaching

“Soft Diamond Light positively glitters
with light and wisdom and compassion.
It’s one of the most beautiful book
incarnations imaginable.
A very special book, just
reading it is like meditation,
the book is utterly
fascinating and makes
for a compelling read.”
Margaret Gee,
Author

“Some people
build cathedrals
or write poetry
or paint to honour
the light – you have
created for us a sacred
object of the highest
production values
to celebrate the divine.
Thank you for your love and
eye for detail… nothing to say
except – utterly exquisite.”

“…the words of the book
are inspiring... love the music...”

Maggie Hamilton, Author/ Publisher,
‘Inspired Living’, Allen & Unwin

Petrea King, Founder and CEO, Quest for Life Foundation

TO ORDERthe
Ph: 1300 427 862 Fax: +61 3 9761 7095
Launching
sales@brumbybooks-music.com.au or speak with your
Vision
of representative
Soft Diamond Light
local sales
In this original and extraordinary work, Anatole expands the limits of the mind to explore the
deeper mysteries and inner qualities of life. During more than 35 years of study, contemplation and
meditation Anatole has distilled a unique perspective on how life manifests and evolves from esoteric
and metaphysical principles. Through the words and music of Soft Diamond Light, Anatole provides
a compelling look at the sublime human potential existing within each one of us as spiritual beings.
UPLIFTING | POWERFUL | TIMELESS

The Soft Diamond Light box set includes:
• Hardback book: ‘Soft Diamond Light,
Only love matters’, 312pp, full colour
• Music CD: ‘Only love matters: music
for Soft Diamond Light’ (15 tracks/62:16)
• CD booklet: Power of sacred music, 16pp
• Music CD insert: information on musicians, 4pp
• Beautiful presentation box: Elegant full-colour ‘clamshell’ box,
velvet lining, diamond and lotus Illustration in gold holographic foil.

Anatole Petrovich
Kononewsky

Anatole is a writer, composer, film-maker, entrepreneur. He has
been involved in major humanitarian, environmental and business
projects since the early 70’s. More recently he founded and
successfully implemented a number of start-up companies based
upon novel patented technologies. He has also lived in ashrams
and pursued a strong focus of discipline and spiritual practices. This
forms the foundation of his business, personal and inner life. He is a
loving father and grandfather which he truly feels is his greatest life
achievement. Speaking engagements: www.kononewsky.com

Soft Diamond Light
Life is far more remarkable than you think!
The perfect gift to give

A TALISMAN OF SPIRITUAL POWER
"The gift of Soft Diamond Light has illuminated our
hours since it arrived. It has a presence about it and
shines with a special luminosity.”
Petrea King, Founding Director and CEO, Quest for Life Foundation

"Soft Diamond Light gives off a very strong and palpable
energy field around the box. This field is quite powerful.”

LIMITED EDITION ARTWORK PRODUCTION
“It’s absolutely beautiful!”

Leon Nacson, International Bestselling Author

“A total experience!”

Kalli Pulos, Senior Executive Coach/Facilitator

“…truly extraordinary. I will treasure
this for many years to come.”

Doug De Vito, Author, Head of Planning, ‘The Reconnection’.

Mark Davis, Founder & Group
Managing Director, Stonehenge Group

“The book and the CD are precious creations that
literally emanate such a high level vibration…”

“Just loved this beautiful set from the moment
I opened the box. Very special in every
way – exquisitely produced…”

Julie Ann Storr, Marketing Consultant, Australia, USA

Kalli Pulos, Senior Executive Coach/Facilitator

“So light... so full of delightful energy...”
Jean Gressang, Musician

THE BOOK
”…the words of the book are inspiring, affirming
and full of encouragement.”
Petrea King, Founder and CEO, Quest for Life Foundation

Through words and music, Anatole has created a
lush meditation on human potential.”
Nature & Health, (Australia's best natural health magazine)

“…anyone who touches, reads, listens and interacts with
Soft Diamond Light will be inspired and touched, as they
connect with the material on a deep, soul level…”

"A masterpiece...”
Belinda Wilson, Business Manager

THE MUSIC
“Your music took my breath away ...
.it touched the core of my being.”
Susan Barton AM, founder, Lighthouse Foundation

“…the music soothing and divine.”
Kalli Pulos, Senior Executive Coach/Facilitator

“I am a classically trained musician (piano)
and your music inspired me right off the bat.
So light…so full of delightful energy... beautiful
settings and improvisations by all the musicians.”
Jean Gressang, Musician

Julie Ann Storr, Marketing Consultant, Australia, USA

“So very inspiring to read... Your descriptions of the
deva of the music, your understanding of music...”
Jean Gressang, Musician

“Listening to the musical pieces shifted
me to another place.”
Corrine Brown, International Holistic Trainer and
Counsellor, Institute of Holistic Theraphies (Australia)

“Beautiful, calming, angelic music... Soothing my soul!”
Ankya Klay, Transformational Photographer

“I have started to listen to the Soft Diamond Light
music on my iPod. Ever since I’ve been listening
to it I have been meditating with it. It makes
me very relaxed and calm. I really like doing it.”
Mia Pirie, Student, aged 9
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